MEMORANDUM

TO:  ALL USERS OF THE CATEGORY CODE
FROM:  OHD DIRECTOR  ERIC E. MARABELLO, P.E.
SUBJECT:  UPDATES TO THE CATEGORY CODE
DATE:  JULY 24, 2019
RESPONSE REQUESTED BY:  N/A

PURPOSE OF MEMORANDUM

To provide updates to the Maryland Department of Transportation State Highway Administration (MDOT SHA) 2018 Category Code.

The following pay items are new:

**CATEGORY 800 – SIGNING AND LIGHTING**

816003  HD IP-BASED VIDEO DETECTION CAMERA AND ANY LENGTH LEAD-IN CABLE  EA  SP
818003  6 FOOT BREAKAWAY PEDESTAL POLE  EA  818
818013  6 FOOT OR 10 FOOT PEDESTAL POLE, POWDER COAT, WITH BREAKAWAY COUPLING FOUNDATION AND GROUND ROD  EA  818
818101  6 FOOT OR 10 FOOT PEDESTAL POLE WITH BREAKAWAY COUPLING, FOUNDATION AND GROUND ROD  EA  818
866105  15 FOOT VIDEO DETECTION CAMERA ARM ON SIGNAL STRUCTURE  EA  818

**CATEGORY 900 - MISCELLANEOUS**

971046  HP IP-VIDEO DETECTION COMMUNICATION MANAGER INTERFACE PANEL  EA  SP
971047  CONTROLLER CABINET, SIZE “S” WITH CONTROLLER AND HD IP-BASED VIDEO DETECTION COMMUNICATION MANAGER INTERFACE PANEL  EA  816

The following pay items have been suppressed:

818002  5 FOOT BREAKAWAY PEDESTAL POLE
818005  5 FOOT OR 10 FOOT PEDESTAL POLE, POWDER COAT, WITH BREAKAWAY COUPLING, FOUNDATION AND GROUND ROD
818100  5 FOOT OR 10 FOOT PEDESTAL POLE WITH BREAKAWAY COUPLING, FOUNDATION AND GROUND ROD
971042  CONTROLLER CABINET, SIZE “S’ WITH CONTROLLER AND VIDEO DETECTOR INTERFACE EQUIPMENT: 1-8 CAMERAS

The Category Code items are dated July 24, 2019. All projects advertising on August 6, 2019, and thereafter must include these revised files. Advertised projects that require an addendum for some other reason should include these revised Category Code items, if applicable.

If we can be of further assistance, please contact Mr. Edward C. Johnson, MDOT SHA Office of Highway Development Transportation Engineer, at 410-545-8893, or via email at ejohnson@sha.state.md.us.

cc: Mr. Edward C. Johnson, Transportation Engineer, Office of Highway Development, MDOT SHA Brian Grandizio, P.E., PTOE, Manager Traffic and ITS, Rummel, Klepper & Kahl, LLP